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THE AMERICAN BANK NOTE COMPANY WAS EXCLUSIVE printer for the free banks of
Minnesota.  In most cases banks ordered plates of four notes to be designed and engraved for their cir-
culation.  A few opted for two-note plates.  Probably among the more esoteric bits of production history
is that American Bank Note filled orders for one- or two-note sheets printed from a plate of four notes.

A surviving sheet of notes from a Minnesota bank provides rare evidence of this practice.
In the vast majority of bank note production, American Bank Note printed the full engraved plate.  The

contemporary evidence of this practice is plentiful.  Unsigned sheets that were left over at the end of the obsolete
bank note era and now survive almost always bear a full selvage around the notes on the sheet.

The Bank of Minnesota contracted with American Bank Note to prepare a 1-2-5-10 plate for its circulation
in 1862.  The exception to the conventional practice of printing full sheets is found in a remainder $1-$2 sheet of
this bank printed on half a sheet of bank note paper.  It was cut in half by hand.  Through casual inspection, it could
be easily misunderstood that the sheet was cut after it was printed.  A subtle clue indicates otherwise.  At the bottom
of the sheet, the top of the third note of the plate is barely visible.  In fact the third note was not intended to be
inked.  A full sheet was cut in half before printing, and laid over the top two notes of the plate, the only part of the
plate that was intentionally inked.  Residual ink from the third note transferred to the bottom part of the sheet.

Another clue is that the $1 note bears a serial number that is 1,000 greater than the $2 note on the sheet.
This may seem like a numbering error, but in all likelihood, the bank placed an order for 1,000 single $1 notes
some time before this sheet was printed.  American Bank Note kept records of the printing history and accurately
numbered the notes on the sheet.

Over its existence the bank issued a total of $99,997 in bank notes.  The most likely way this was achieved
was through 5,000 full sheets numbered 1-5000, 1,000 $1 sheets numbered 5001-6000, and 2,999 $1-$2 sheets
numbered 6001-8999 on the $1s and 5001-7999 on the $2s.  This is consistent with the serial numbers of the
known notes:  a $1 issued note with serial 8634 survives, and the lowest serial seen for a $1 remainder is 9518.
Perhaps as many as 4,000 sheets of $1-$2 were printed, but not all of which were issued.  The highest serial number
observed is 9880 on a remainder $1 note.  Only two uncut sheets are currently known to have survived in that form.

Theoretical reconstruction of ABNCo print run for Bank of Minnesota:
Quantity Denom. Serial Nos. Face Value
5000 $1 1-5000 $5,000
5000 $2 1-5000 $10,000
5000 $5 1-5000 $25,000
5000 $10 1-5000 $50,000
1000 $1 5001-6000 $1,000
2999 $1 6000-8999 $2,999
2999 $2 5001-7999 $5,998

$99,997
The American Bank Note Company engraved and printed notes in a variety of configurations to meet the

needs of their clients.  Custom orders for single or dual note sheets were taken, even if it meant partially printing
from an existing larger plate.  Surviving examples of partially printed sheets are particularly rare.

At right:  At first glance, this $1-$2 sheet of the Bank of Minnesota appears to have been cut from a full four-subject sheet after printing.
This is a splendid example of partial plate printing done by the American Bank Note Company.  Close examination of the bottom shows
that the borders of the third note on the plate are barely inked, and in fact was not intended to be inked.  The bank apparently ordered
only $1s and $2s in this printing run.  Full sheets of blank bank note paper were cut in half at the printer by hand, and impressions of only
the top two notes on the plate were made.  Furthermore, the serial number on the $1 note is 1,000 greater than that of the $2 note.  At
some point in the bank history, an order was placed for 1,000 $1 notes alone, which were themselves single-note sheets.                         v
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